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Transaction Capital acquires Accsys

F O RE W OR D
THE FOCUSED APPLICATION OF THE GROUP’S STRATEGY
OVER THE 2017 FINANCIAL YEAR HAS ENSURED THAT OUR
PORTFOLIO CONTINUES TO LEVERAGE ITS DEEP VERTICAL
INTEGRATION AND SPECIALISM TO ACHIEVE ORGANIC
GROWTH.
Our evolving competencies in data and analytics continue to drive profitable growth by
improving our risk management capabilities, supporting management decisioning and
control, and providing the insights needed to develop and refine our product offerings
to defined customer segments.
In 2017, the group created value through the acquisition of suitable and complementary
businesses, and we continue to support divisional management in integrating these
businesses and developing them to achieve scale and leading positions in their market.
Despite persistent weakness in the South African economy, our performance in credit
risk and capital management has remained strong. The group remains sufficiently
capitalised and conservatively leveraged, with a strong balance sheet giving us the
flexibility to pursue opportunities as they arise.
Transaction Capital extended its track record of robust organic earnings growth over
the year. SA Taxi’s 22% growth in headline earnings to R303 million was all organic.
With 16% growth in gross loans and advances, increasing net interest margins, strong
credit performance, 36% growth in non-interest revenue and the cost-to-income ratio
improving to 48.6%, it is evident that SA Taxi’s credit, operational and financial
performance is robust.
Before taking the business acquisitions into account, TCRS grew headline earnings by
12%, from a 10% increase in revenue and a stable cost-to-income ratio driven by the
technological and operational enhancements initiated in 2016, together with aggressive
cost containment initiatives. The earnings accretive business acquisitions accelerated this
growth, with core headline earnings growing by 39% to R233 million including the
effects of the acquisitions.
We welcome the Accsys leadership team and employees to the Transaction Capital
group, and look forward to integrating this strong business into the TCRS stable.
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A MATERIAL EVENT FOR SA TAXI WAS
THE PROTEST ACTION BY CERTAIN
FACTIONS IN THE INDUSTRY IN
JUNE 2017. DETAILS ARE INCLUDED IN
THE Q&A WITH TERRY KIER.

INFORMATION ON THE THREE
ACQUISITIONS COMPLETED DURING THE
2017 FINANCIAL YEAR ARE INCLUDED
IN THE Q&A WITH DAVID MCALPIN.

I AM ALSO PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE
ACQUISITION OF ACCSYS PROPRIETARY
LIMITED IN DECEMBER 2017, SEE
DETAILS ON THIS BUSINESS.

From a group perspective, core headline earnings grew 26% to R577 million,
and core headline earnings per share rose 20% to 96.4 cents, diluted slightly by
the issue of 28.4 million shares as part of the accelerated bookbuild concluded on
2 February 2017, which raised R419 million.
With high cash conversion rates and lower balance sheet risk, stable capital
requirements and the ungeared net position of the group, the improved quality of
Transaction Capital’s earnings has allowed it to amend its dividend policy to an
improved cover ratio of 2 to 2.5 times.
Despite political instability and the sovereign ratings downgrade in South Africa, the
group continued to enjoy uninterrupted access to the debt capital markets. SA Taxi
raised approximately R6 billion in debt facilities from 33 separate funding transactions
in 2017, which includes securing over R2 billion of debt facilities from development
finance institutions (DFIs) in the United States for the first time. SA Taxi also issued
R505 million of Moody’s credit-rated and JSE-listed debt via its Transsec 3 securitisation
programme. The performance of Transaction Capital’s divisions has again demonstrated
their defensive character.
I extend my thanks to the Transaction Capital team and the management and staff
across SA Taxi and TCRS. The results from the 2017 financial year are testament to
your efforts in implementing our strategy and staying on course in a difficult market.
With challenging market conditions likely to persist throughout 2018, we will need to
maintain focus and discipline to meet the expectations of our stakeholders. I am
confident that Transaction Capital’s people are up for the challenge.

David Hurwitz
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OUR GROUP STRUCTURE

WITH FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR
TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2017 (COMPARED TO FY16)
CEO: David Hurwitz, 12-year group tenure

26 %

20 %

33%

HEADLINE EARNINGS

HEADLINE EARNINGS
PER SHARE

TOTAL DIVIDEND
PER SHARE

R577 MILLION 1

96.4 CPS

40.0 CENTS

RETURN ON EQUITY

MARKET CAPITALISATION

17.2%

R11.0 BILLION

16.9% FY2016

AS AT 26 JANUARY 2018

18 %
NET ASSET VALUE

609.4 CPS

CEO: Terry Kier, 10-year group tenure

CEO: Dave McAlpin, 9-year group tenure

39%

12 %

22%

16%

HEADLINE EARNINGS

GROSS LOANS
AND ADVANCES

R303 MILLION 1

R8.3 BILLION

R233 MILLION 1

NON-PERFORMING
LOAN RATIO

COST-TO-INCOME
RATIO 1

36%
NON-INTEREST REVENUE

R427 MILLION

17.1%

CORE

EXCLUDING
ACQUISITION

HEADLINE EARNINGS

22%
PURCHASED
BOOK DEBTS

R891 MILLION
93%

79.3 %

17.4% FY2016

77.4% FY2016

RETURN ON EQUITY

CREDIT LOSS RATIO

RETURN
ON EQUITY 3

25.3%

3.2%

22.2 %

25.5% FY2016

3.1% FY2016

31.5% FY2016

Financial ratios and results exclude once-off acquisition costs of R22 million incurred during the year. Adopted IFRS 9 in 2015.
1. Headline earnings attributable to the group, excluding minority interest. | 2. Market capitalisation as at 26 January 2018.
3. Diluted due to acquisitions in 2017.
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VALUE OF PURCHASE BOOK
DEBTS ACQUIRED

R356 MILLION
27%
ESTIMATED REMAINING
COLLECTIONS

R1.7 BILLION

GROUP STRATEGIC AND
OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

STRATEGIC POSITIONING
OF OPERATING DIVISIONS
Five years since listing

DEBT CAPITAL MARKETS
Uninterrupted access to debt
capital markets

 Headline earnings compound annual

 Despite political instability and South Africa’s

growth rate (CAGR) of 21%

Delivering robust organic
growth
 Occupy leading market positions
 Highly defensive businesses
 Vertically integrated, diversified and

scalable financial services platforms
 Led by entrepreneurial management teams
 Leverage proprietary data and technology

to develop new products and expand into
new markets
 Delivering both commercial returns and

social benefits

 High quality organic earnings growth with

high cash conversion rates

 Secured >R2 billion of debt facilities from

US-based development finance institutions
(DFIs) during 2017
 R505 million Transsec 3 issuance more

than three times oversubscribed and priced
81 basis points lower than Transsec 2

Credit ratings
 Moody’s awarded a Aaa.za(sf) rating to

Transsec 3 senior notes (SA Taxi)
 Global Credit Ratings Co. (GCR) reaffirms

UNGEARED AND LIQUID
BALANCE SHEET
 Balance sheet remains well capitalised

 Dividends growing at an accelerated rate

when compared to earnings
39% to 25 cents

per share (cps)
 Total dividend per share

 2018 fully funded

Transaction Capital’s R2 billion A-(za) rated
JSE-listed domestic note programme

IMPROVED DIVIDEND POLICY

 Final dividend per share

sovereign rating downgrade
 SA Taxi raised ~R6 billion in 2017

33% to 40 cps

 CAGR of 36% since FY14
 Dividend policy amended to 2 to 2.5 times

 28.4 million shares issued raising R419 million
 Liquid excess capital ~R650 million
 Capital adequacy ratio 32.6%
 Capacity and flexibility to continue investing

in organic and acquisitive opportunities
 Early adoption of IFRS 9 in 2015

 Previously 2.5 to 3 times
 Total dividend cover of 2.4 times

(FY16: 2.7 times)
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SA TAXI
An innovative and pioneering business model with
operations expanding throughout the financial services and
asset value chain, building a scalable platform

A VERTICALLY INTEGRATED TAXI
PLATFORM INCORPORATING
SPECIALIST CAPABILITIES AND
ENRICHED PROPRIETARY DATA
TO JUDICIOUSLY DEPLOY
DEVELOPMENTAL CREDIT AND
ALLIED BUSINESS SERVICES
TO EMPOWER SMEs, THUS
ENSURING THE
SUSTAINABILITY OF A
FUNDAMENTAL MODE
OF TRANSPORT

A unique blend of vehicle procurement, retail, repossession
and refurbishment capabilities, with financing and insurance
competencies for focused vehicle types
Valuable client and market insights developed from
overlaying granular telematics, credit, vehicle and other data
to enable precise and informed origination and collection
decisioning, and proactive risk management
Enabling financial inclusion by proficiently securing funding
from both local and international debt investors to judiciously
extend developmental credit to small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) that may otherwise not have access to
credit from traditional financiers
Providing complementary business services that assist SMEs
to maximise cash flow and protect their income-generating
assets, thus improving their ability to succeed
Empowering under-served and emerging SMEs to build
viable and sustainable businesses, which in turn creates
further direct and indirect employment opportunities
Contributing to the recapitalisation and sustainability of the
minibus taxi industry, a critical pillar of the public transport
sector servicing the majority of South Africa’s working
population

SA TAXI IMPACT
DELIVERING A SOCIAL AND COMMERCIAL BENEFIT

creating 7 480 SMEs in FY17

 R18.6 billion loans originated,

creating 64 689 SMEs
since 2008

20.5%

8%

18.2%

4%

17.4%
17.1%

0%
450

500

550

600
Empirica score*

650

700

750

2014

2015

2016

Median Empirica score

* Proprietary TransUnion credit score.
1. D
 epartment of Transport Minister Dipuo Peters' address at National Council of Provinces Budget vote NCOP 2014/15.
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replacement of aged
and less efficient
vehicles with new and
reduced-emission
vehicles

by SA Taxi’s fleet since 2008
 ~600 000 indirect jobs
enabled by the minibus taxi
industry¹
 >13 400 direct jobs created
by SA Taxi’s fleet in FY17

Score below which
traditional banks are
unlikely to offer finance

Average score at
which SA Taxi
grants finance

 SA Taxi enables

 >116 000 direct jobs created

602

 R2.9 billion loans originated,

Proportion of customer base

 1.8 direct jobs per taxi vehicle

end‑user finance since
2008, enabling the
replacement of aged
and unsafe minibus
taxis with new, safer
and more reliable
minibus taxis

 17% under the age of 35 years

Environmental
sustainability

602

 R18.6 billion of

 21% women-owned SMEs

12%

Sustainable job
creation

603

 100% black-owned SMEs

Public transport
infrastructure

604

SME empowerment
and economic transformation

2017
NPL %

ENVIRONMENT AND
MARKET CONTEXT
THE MINIBUS TAXI INDUSTRY IS RESILIENT,
DEFENSIVE AND GROWING, DESPITE
SOUTH AFRICA’S ECONOMIC CLIMATE
PUBLIC TRANSPORT COMMUTERS RELY
ON MINIBUS TAXI AS GIVEN THEIR
ACCESSIBILITY, AFFORDABILITY, RELIABILITY
AND FLEXIBILITY
 40% of South Africans use public transport
 Minibus taxis are the dominant mode of public transport
 Minibus taxi transport is a non‑discretionary expense

MINIBUS TAXI USAGE HAS GROWN AT
A HIGHER RATE THAN OTHER PUBLIC
TRANSPORT MODES
 69% of all households (being >9.9 million households) use minibus

taxis (from 59% in 2003)

 Minibus taxi usage increased >15% since 2013
 75% of all work and educational public transport trips

DRIVEN BY:

 Population growth of 7% since 2013
 Increasing commuter density due to urbanisation
 Transformation of minibus taxi industry due to increased regulation

and capitalisation, attracting a more sophisticated taxi operator

 New passenger vehicles sales reduced 20% since 2013

SOUTH AFRICAN TAXI FLEET
MOVEMENT

BUS
<1 million commuter trips daily
>19 000 registered buses
>100 bus stations
~1 billion kms travelled per year

1%

MINIBUS TAXIS SERVE AS A TRUNK SERVICE
IN PARALLEL WITH TRAIN AND BUS, AND ALSO
SERVE AS THE FEEDER INTO THESE MODES
MINIBUS TAXIS ARE THE DOMINANT MODE
OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT

BUS RAPID
TRANSPORT (BRT)
~120 000 commuter trips daily
3 metropolitans
<700 registered buses
~100 bus stations
<100 routes
RECEIVES 56% OF GOVERNMENT
SUBSIDY

TRAIN
1 million commuter trips daily
~3 180 kms national network
~500 train stations

>30%

RECEIVES 44% OF
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY

IN AN INTEGRATED PUBLIC TRANSPORT NETWORK

MINIBUS TAXI
>15 million commuter trips daily
>200 000 minibus taxis
>2 600 taxi ranks
~15 billion kms travelled per year
RECEIVES NO
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY
yet the industry remains
COMMERCIALLY SELF‑SUSTAINABLE
Source: SA Taxi fleet movement on 28 October 2017
Source: Statistics SA Land Transport Survey July 2017. I NAAMSA Sales Results. I National Treasury Public Transport & Infrastructure system report.
Department of Transport – Transport Infrastructure report. I Passenger Rail Agency of SA. I SA Bus Operators Association. I FIN 24 – “New public
transport system" 14/10/2017. I Websites: Rea Vaya, MyCiTi, Rustenberg Rapid Transport.
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SA TAXI

continued

COMMUTER OPTIONS
MINIBUS TAXIS ARE THE PREFERRED MODE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT DUE TO COMPETITIVE
PRICING, ACCESSIBILITY AND RELIABILITY

SHORT-DISTANCE ROUTE

LONG-DISTANCE ROUTE

SHORT DISTANCE ROUTE | SOWETO TO JOHANNESBURG: 23KM

N

COMPARATIVE
LONG DISTANCE
MODES OF
ROUTE
TRANSPORT
| JOHANNESBURG TO DURBAN: 595KM
Taxi

Train

Bus

BRT

Accessibility

On route

Station &
scheduled

Scheduled
stops

Scheduled
stops

Accessibility

On rou

Affordability

R13.00
▲8.3%
(from R12
in 2016)

R9.50

R12.20

R13.50

Affordability

R290.0
▲7.4%
(from R2
in 2015

Reliability

2
associati
with ~10
operato

Taxi

4
Every
Volume of
Only 2
associations
10 to 20
buses < peak
operating
with ~900
minutes
capacity
on the route
operators Stops at 7pm
required

Reliability

Efficiency
SOWETO TO JOHANNESBURG
•
•
•
•

O JOHANNESBURG: 23KM

Soweto’s population ▲17% (2012 to 2017)
Soweto houses 34% of Johannesburg’s population
Population density: 6 400 persons per km² vs. Johannesburg: 2 900 persons per km²
Soweto’s transport hub is Bara Bus & Taxi Rank, along the Soweto to Johannesburg
route

COMPARATIVE
LONG DISTANCE
MODES OF
ROUTE
TRANSPORT
| JOHANNESBURG TO DURBAN: 595KM
Taxi

Train

Bus

BRT

Accessibility

On route

Station &
scheduled

Scheduled
stops

Scheduled
stops

Affordability

R13.00
▲8.3%
(from R12
in 2016)

R9.50

R12.20

R13.50

Reliability

4
Every
Volume of
Only 2
associations
10 to 20
buses < peak
operating
with ~900
minutes
capacity
on the route
operators Stops at 7pm
required

Efficiency

Preference

JOHANNESBURG TO DURBAN
PROFITABILITY
• The N3,AVERAGE
spanning 4 OPERATOR
provinces, connects
Johannesburg,

~R

(based on SA Taxi’s affordability calculator at origination)

(based on SA Tax

COMPARATIVE MODES OF TRANSPORT
Taxi

Train

Bus - Eldo

Bus Greyhound

Accessibility

On route

Station &
scheduled

Scheduled
stops

Scheduled
stops

Affordability

R290.00
▲7.4%
(from R270
in 2015)

R360.00

R240.00

R390.00

Reliability

2
associations
with ~100
operators

3x
per week

5 departures each per day
(fewer on a Saturday)

Preference

the largest South
African000
city, toPER
Durban
~R15
MONTH

(based on SA Taxi’s affordability calculator at origination)

Source: Industry information | Websites: Metrorail; Bus Rapid Transport; Various bus companies
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AVERAGE

the largest South
African000
city, toPER
Durban
~R15
MONTH

JOHANNESBURG TO DURBAN
PROFITABILITY
• The N3,AVERAGE
spanning 4 OPERATOR
provinces, connects
Johannesburg,

esburg: 2 900 persons per km²
g the Soweto to Johannesburg

COMPARATIVE MODE

AVERAGE OPERATOR PROFITABILITY

~R50 000 PER MONTH

(based on SA Taxi’s affordability calculator at origination)

ENVIRONMENT FOR MINIBUS TAXI OPERATORS
MINIBUS TAXI OPERATORS REMAIN RESILIENT DESPITE THE CURRENT CHALLENGING
ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

VEHICLE
VEHICLE &
& OPERATING
OPERATING COSTS
COSTS

STRUCTURAL
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
ELEMENTS

For the
the period
period 11 Oct
Oct 2015
2015 to
to 30
30 Sep
Sep 2017
2017
For

AGEING FLEET:
FLEET: demand
demand for
for minibus
minibus vehicles
vehicles exceeds
exceeds supply
supply
AGEING

TOYOTA
TOYOTA MINIBUS
MINIBUS TAXI
TAXI PRICE
PRICE

SA
SA REPO
REPO RATE
RATE

▲8%
%
CAGR▲8
CAGR

▲75bps
bps
▲75

For the
the 12
12 months
months ended
ended 30
30 Sep
Sep 2017
2017
For
FINANCE
FINANCE INSTALMENTS
INSTALMENTS
& INSURANCE
INSURANCE PREMIUMS
PREMIUMS
&

DRIVER
DRIVER WAGES
WAGES

▲9%
%
▲9

VEHICLE
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE COSTS
COSTS
Marginal
Marginal ▲
▲

DOMINANT
DOMINANT MODE
MODE OF
OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT
Integrated
Integrated component
component of
of public
public transport
transport network
network
Public
Public transport
transport spend
spend is
is non-discretionary
non-discretionary

▲6%
%
▲6

Receives NO
NO government
government subsidy;
subsidy; commercially
commercially self-sustainable
self-sustainable
Receives

FUEL
FUEL PRICE¹
PRICE¹ (per
(per litre)
litre)

CONTINUED
CONTINUED HIGH
HIGH LEVELS
LEVELS OF
OF UNEMPLOYMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT

▲6
▲6%
% petrol
petrol

▲7
▲7%
% diesel
diesel

>27
>27%
%

OPERATOR
OPERATOR PROFITABILITY:
PROFITABILITY: PROFITABLE
PROFITABLE &
& RESILIENT
RESILIENT TAXI
TAXI OPERATORS
OPERATORS

TAXI
TAXI FARES
FARES

HIGHER
HIGHER UTILISATION
UTILISATION OF
OF MINIBUS
MINIBUS TAXIS
TAXIS

For
For the
the 12
12 months
months ended
ended 30
30 Sep
Sep 2017
2017

~~1.5
1.5 BILLION
BILLION KM
KM travelled
travelled by
by the
the SA
SA Taxi
Taxi fleet
fleet in
in 2017
2017

--

Increasing commuter
commuter density
density due
due to
to urbanisation
urbanisation
Increasing

▲5
▲5%
%

short distance
distance
short

▲7
▲7%
%

long distance
distance
long

Preferred mode
mode of
of public
public transport
transport
Preferred
(competitively
(competitively priced;
priced; convenient;
convenient; accessible)
accessible)

New
▼20%
% (FY13
(FY13 to
to
New passenger
passenger vehicle
vehicle sales
sales▼20
FY17)
FY17)

IMPROVING
IMPROVING CREDIT
CREDIT METRICS
METRICS

Credit
Credit loss
loss ratio
ratio CAGR
CAGR
(FY13 to
to FY17)
FY17)
(FY13

▼12
▼12%
%

NPL
NPL ratio
ratio CAGR
CAGR
(FY13 to
to FY17)
FY17)
(FY13

▼17
▼17%
%

26
26%
%
repeat
clients
over
repeat clients over the
the last
last 12
12 months
months

SOURCE:
SOURCE: NAAMSA
NAAMSA Sales
Sales Results
Results
1. www.energy.gov.za: 12 month rolling average petrol price

1. www.energy.gov.za:
12 month
average petrol price 12 month rolling average petrol price
Source: NAAMSA
Sales Results
| 1.rolling
www.energy.gov.za:
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SA TAXI

continued

SA TAXI CUSTOMER PROFILES
INTRODUCING SOME OF THE SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS SUPPORTED BY SA TAXI,
WHO HELP DRIVE OUR NATION FORWARD

JABULANI MENZI NTSHANGASE

Owns and operates 6 taxis, employing 8 people
When Mr Ntshangase was looking to buy his first taxi, he could not get finance from the banks. He found SA Taxi, which
provided finance for him to start his business. He now owns and operates six taxis, employing eight people – six drivers,
one mechanic and an assistant to the mechanic.
Mr Ntshangase works as a public relations officer at one of the Gauteng taxi associations. He was introduced to the taxi
industry by his father and hopes that his son will continue the family tradition by also working in the taxi industry one day.

SIMON MOLODI MOABI

Entered the industry as a driver for 8 years. Now owns and operates 10 taxis
At only 36 years old, Mr Moabi owns and operates 10 minibus taxis – with four servicing short distance and six servicing
long distance routes.
Mr Moabi was a taxi driver for eight years before owning his first taxi. His application for finance was rejected by the bank,
but SA Taxi was there to be a partner in growing his business.
Mr Moabi said: “l am who I am today because of SA Taxi.”

NELSON TEENAGE RABOTHATA

Owns 5 taxis
Mr Rabothata joined the taxi industry in 2008. After his bank application was rejected, SA Taxi gave him the support he
needed to become a taxi owner. His business has grown to five taxis.
Mr Rabothata loves being self-employed and enjoys his role in managing his taxi business. Growing his business has
provided him with a livelihood. He is also the deputy Chairperson for one of the Gauteng taxi associations, helping to grow
the industry at provincial level.

8

NONCIYAZI JOSEPHINE KUBEKA

Now owns 3 taxis, after her father bought her her first taxi
With 18 years of experience in the minibus taxi industry, Ms Kubeka owns and operates three taxis. Her business supports
the livelihoods of five people – three drivers and two queue marshals and their wider dependants.
Ms Kubeka is very proud to be a woman in the industry. She was first introduced to the industry by her father who assisted
her with the capital to buy her first taxi. Ms Kubeka is a proud supporter of SA Taxi and says: “I would definitely recommend
SA Taxi.”

MPHAKATHI NDZAMBA

Entered the industry as a driver for 5 years. Now owns and operates 3 taxis
Mr Ndzamba joined the taxi industry in 1998, where he worked as a driver for five years before owning his first taxi.
By building his taxi business, he is supporting his family and not only has he been able to buy his own home but also
provides employment to three drivers.
Mr Ndzamba is deeply involved in the industry, serving as Chairperson for one of Gauteng’s taxi associations. He believes
that the taxi industry helps drive South Africa’s economy.

MOSIDI THERESA TLOMOTSANE

Owns and operates 3 taxis, inherited from her late husband
Ms Tlomotsane inherited her taxi business from her late husband nine years ago. She says that, as a woman, she has had to
work hard to prove herself in the industry.
“I think SA Taxi understands the taxi industry much better because there's quite a lot of things involved” says Ms Tlomotsane.
“They know how to finance taxis because they know the taxi business.”
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WITH

TERRY KIER
SA TAXI CEO

A

Q: In June 2017, factions

The protests were
directed at a number of
in the minibus taxi industry
industry stakeholders,
embarked on mass protest
including government for
action. What was SA Taxi’s the lack of subsidies and
funding, OEMs for
response to the concerns
vehicle price increases,
raised?
financial institutions for
insufficient or costly finance and insurance products, fuel
companies, and retail malls for inadequate infrastructure to
accommodate minibus taxi ranks. The protests were also
fuelled by frustrations at the industry’s lack of participation in
the full value chain, along with economic pressures being felt in
the industry and country more broadly.
Although SA Taxi did not anticipate the protest, given no
evidence of undue stress in the loan book, we immediately
intensified engagement with industry leadership to understand
their concerns.
Despite being well below the regulated maximum interest rate
of 33.75% for developmental credit providers, SA Taxi, in
consultation with the industry, agreed to reduce its highest
interest rate from 28.5% to 26.5% on future loans originated to
assist its clients.

JUNE 2017 MINIBUS TAXI
INDUSTRY PROTEST ACTION
Immediate assistance to clients
 Reduced top interest rate to 26.5% on future loans to

be originated

Intensified collaboration between
industry leadership and SA Taxi to
achieve sustainable industry benefits
 OEMs: Procure more vehicles through SA Taxi’s

dealership and hold prices as low as possible

 Government: Lobbying to channel government funding

into the minibus taxi industry

10

A

An unfortunate outcome of reducing the top interest rate is that
clients in the highest risk segment have become unviable for finance,
thereby impeding SA Taxi’s ability to facilitate financial inclusion in
this segment.
We also quickly introduced other relief measures, such as assisting
clients who had their vehicles repossessed to clear their credit records
at bureaus, and instituting a 60-day moratorium on repossessions,
which ended on 9 August 2017.
SA Taxi’s response was positively received by the market and we
continued to originate at forecasted market share.
Encouragingly, a direct outcome of the protest action has been
deeper collaboration between industry leadership and SA Taxi, who
are working together to achieve sustainable benefits for the industry.
Initiatives include discussions with OEMs to procure larger quantities
of vehicles to be sold directly through SA Taxi’s dealership, which will
enable it to hold retail prices as low as possible by limiting
unnecessary charges and add-ons to vehicles that add no income
producing value.
Finally, one of the specific requirements of the industry was for a full
credit life insurance product that would extinguish the capital
outstanding on a loan in the event of the death of an operator.
Working with the industry, we managed to rapidly build and launch a
credit life product in October 2017, in response to this demand.
Credit Life is a client-centred and saleable product.
As a long-standing participant in
the industry, we understand its
importance as the primary network
further financial support
and mode of transport for the
in the industry?
majority of South Africans. In effect,
the minibus taxi industry is completely embedded into the economic
framework of the country, and is by far the most flexible and cost
effective from an infrastructural point of view.

Q: Is there a need for

The industry has achieved this even with no subsidy from government,
unlike bus and rail. While this makes it a highly defensive industry that
has remained self-sustaining through numerous economic cycles, we
believe that more direct support is certainly required to enhance its
sustainability. Whether it is an economic model to support the
scrapping of old taxis, a direct or fuel subsidy, or access to cheaper
funding for funders, or indeed a hybrid of all of these, support is
required. SA Taxi is playing its part by working alongside the industry
to lobby for this support.
Transaction Capital raises its debt capital from local banks, asset
managers and institutional investors, as well as international
development finance institutions, which determines our cost structures.
SA Taxi and industry leadership are also lobbying government to
channel funding into the minibus taxi industry. SA Taxi could play a
central role in passing on the benefits of this funding to the operators
if this support is provided. As the backbone of South Africa’s public
transport network, our objective is to support operators with relevant
products and services that ensure the sustainability of their businesses.

The one undoubtable positive
outcome of the protests has
impacts of the protest action been a closer working
relationship between SA Taxi
been for SA Taxi?
and the industry. While we
were close to the industry before, we are now seeing benefits through
initiatives and coordinated approaches across the value chain. These
will continue to strengthen the industry and deepened our ability to
provide relevant and targeted products to support growth.

Q: What have the broader

Understanding the social relevance of our business has always been
pronounced and embedded in the DNA of SA Taxi, but the protest
action served as a reminder for SA Taxi and indeed the whole value
chain that the sustainability of the industry depends on all participants
being able to generate value. This year, we have become more
involved in building up the industry alongside our business.
The essence is that we have a responsibility in creating shared value
by enabling real benefits for participants across the industry. This is not
done for charity, but in a proper understanding that shared value is
only possible if the commercial health of your own business is
maintained. If we continue to grow a good socially relevant business
that provides competitive and appropriate products to our constituents,
we can support the sustainability of the industry and various
stakeholders.
That is now part of the journey for SA Taxi – to leverage the business
we have built to ensure that the entire industry benefits. We can only
do this by continuing to collaborate and connect with the industry as it
evolves in South Africa.
Over the next two years, the
main transition for SA Taxi will
What is on the horizon
be shifting the business beyond
for SA Taxi?
our focus on the operator as
our only market. Effectively, we also see the minibus taxi as a catalyst
in accessing the driver and commuter market. This would include
utilising the operator and the driver as commissioned agents in
expanding our product offering to the much wider commuter market.
This also builds on our shared value approach by opening new
revenue streams for operators and drivers, and further reduces risk for
SA Taxi.

Q:

It is another step in deepening the vertical with the taxi at the centre.
Ultimately, our ability to access and engage with the commuter base
will allow us to transform the business from having a client base of
more than 200 000 taxi operators to 15 million commuters.
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This approach is set out in our vision statement for SA Taxi: The
minibus taxi is the catalyst for extending our customer base, creating
value at new frontiers, and digitising the industry to unlock value from
data and insights.
We are also extending our capabilities in technology by making
significant investments in data science to unlock greater insight into our
clients and the industry. While we have done well on traditional credit
metrics, we see a great opportunity in non-traditional metrics that will
help us better understand behaviour in the nuances of the routes,
seasonality, timing and the like. This is a shift to predictive analytics
for our business, which will help us look forward and manage risk
much more effectively. Again, this is set to have a multiplier effect
across our integrated business model, especially in areas like
insurance.

 New vertically integrated businesses under consideration

Expanding SA Taxi’s insurance business
 Broadened client base (financed, non-financed, commuter)
 Broadened product offering (comprehensive vehicle cover,

instalment protection, passenger liability, credit life)

 Reduced cost of claim (efficiencies in SA Taxi’s autobody and

mechanical repair facility)

Vehicle retail operations
 Offering funding from banks to capture additional vehicle sales,

attract high quality clients and offer standalone insurance and
tracking services

F
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taxi operators.
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operations into many key
verticals of the finance and
insurance value chains.
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This coming year is an inflection point for SA Taxi, where we will
have the data and capabilities to look further ahead in building a
focused business. We see the beauty of the model in its specialism,
driven by knowledge and data.

STRATEGIC GROWTH INITIATIVES
Vertical integration

2022

DATA AND
TELEMATICS

Our vision is to extend our products and services to additional
verticals unlocking value in the industry. This expansion will
leverage off our experience in the minibus taxi industry and
provide bespoke services to the wider customer base.

TRANSACTION CAPITAL RISK SERVICES

A TECHNOLOGY-LED AND
DATA-DRIVEN PROVIDER OF
CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
IN SOUTH AFRICA AND AUSTRALIA.
THE DIVISION’S SCALABLE AND
BESPOKE FINTECH PLATFORM
IMPROVES ITS CLIENTS’ ABILITY TO
ORIGINATE, MANAGE AND COLLECT
FROM THEIR CUSTOMERS. THE DIVISION
LEVERAGES ITS TECHNOLOGY AND DATA
TO MITIGATE RISK AND MAXIMISE VALUE
FOR CLIENTS THROUGHOUT
THE CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
LIFECYCLE.

Innovative technology systems drive
superior performance and efficieny
Generating in-depth insights from
collecting accurate and valuable
data to develop a consolidated view
of individuals that enables precise
and informed internal and external
decisioning
Assisting clients by accelerating
cash flow as an agent on an
outsourced contingency or fee-forservice basis, or as a principal in
acquiring and collecting nonperforming loan portfolios
Proactive workforce management
and technology facilitate a flexible
and dynamic servicing capability
able to meet the unique
requirements of diverse clients
Enabling clients to generate higher
risk-adjusted returns through their
engagements with their customers at
the point of origination,
management and collection
Regarded as a trusted partner by
large consumer-facing businesses
and credit providers across multiple
industries
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ENVIRONMENT AND MARKET CONTEXT

TRANSACTION CAPITAL’S
CONSUMER CREDIT REHABILITATION INDEX




Launched
in June 2017
Measures % change in rehabilitation
prospects



–	TCRS algorithm to score propensity to repay debt

–	
Allows consumers to access
credit and re-enter consumer
market

–	Empirically based with a sample of >5 million SA
consumers in credit default


–	
Allows lenders to maintain
cleaner balance sheets to
continue extending credit at
more affordable costs

National rehabilitation prospects
–

by 1.1% (Q2 17 vs. Q2 16)

–

by 0.9% (Q3 17 vs. Q3 16)

Credit rehabilitation is a
crucial element in growing
an inclusive economy

This deterioration reflects the vulnerability of South African consumers. While household debt
to income has reduced, this is mainly due to debt growing at a slower pace than income,
rather than an absolute decline in household debt.
The 25-basis points rate cut in July 2017 and lower inflation (5.1% at 30 September 2017)
may improve the debt servicing ability of households, albeit moderately. No meaningful
improvement in the consumer environment is expected, but tighter retail credit extension will
support this gradual decrease in the debt burden of consumers.

LIMPOPO
-7.0%

NORTH
WEST
-6.1%

NORTHERN
CAPE
-5.7%

WESTERN
CAPE -4.6%
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GAUTENG
-2.8%
MPUMALANGA
-7.7%

FREE STATE
-6.2%

EASTERN
CAPE
-7.8%

KZN
-8.7%

CONTINGENCY AND FEE-FOR-SERVICE COLLECTIONS

COLLECTIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA AND AUSTRALIA
SOUTH AFRICA

AUSTRALIA

Provider of collection and recovery services, including
early stage rehabilitation, late stage collections and
legal recoveries

Provider of consumer customer management solutions,
including debt recovery solutions, insurance claim
recoveries, customer services and litigation
management services

~R370
86

CLIENTS
(FY2016: 83)

2 017
DIRECT
STAFF

9

MARKET
SECTORS

27%

REVENUE
CONTRIBUTION
FROM NON-NCA
DEBT¹ (FY2016: 20%)

41

CLIENTS

8

MARKET SECTORS

3

~600
EMPLOYEES

BRANCHES
n Melbourne
n Sydney
n Suva

RCGL awards
RANKED 1 ST OR
2 ND BY CLIENTS
IN 89% OF 231
MANDATES
WHERE TCRS
IS REPRESENTED

“INVESTOR
IN PEOPLE
ORGANISATION”
ACCREDITATION
IN JANUARY
2017

 Current economic context favours acquisition of

ACQUISITION OF
NPL PORTFOLIOS
TO BE COLLECTED
AS PRINCIPAL

MILLION

REVENUE GENERATED (9 MONTHS)

non-performing loan (NPL) portfolios

NATIONAL
CREDIT TEAM
OF THE YEAR

CENTRE OF THE
YEAR – VICTORIA

 Exploring the purchase of NPL portfolios as a

principal in Australia

 29 portfolios acquired for R356 million with a face

value of R5.2 billion (FY16: 13 portfolios for
R184 million with a face value of R2.6 billion)
 195 portfolios owned in total with a face value of

R12.2 billion
 Purchased book debts

22% to R891 million

(FY16: R728 million)

1. Non-NCA debt: Insurance, telecommunications and public sectors
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PAYMENT SERVICES AND ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT,
AND SME FINANCING AND SERVICES

Specialist in customised, innovative and flexible
payment services

~3 MILLION

Provider of SME finance, including invoice discounting,
trade finance, property finance and fully outsourced
accounting, payroll and tax services

DISBURSEMENTS FOR
CLIENTS EACH YEAR

~7 MILLION

DEBIT ORDERS AND NAEDO
TRANSACTIONS PROCESSED
FOR ~1 200 CLIENTS EACH YEAR

RESULTING IN

~27 MILLION
PAYMENTS PROCESSED
FOR CLIENTS EACH YEAR

~R570 MILLION
GROSS LOANS AND ADVANCES
UP 15%

FACILITATES SME GROWTH AND JOB
CREATION IN SOUTH AFRICA

R588 MILLION

TOTAL ADVANCES TO BLACK OWNED
SMES FOR FY17 (R457M FOR FY16)

~450 000
INVOICES WORTH

~R8.5 BILLION
PROCESSED PER YEAR FOR

>400
CLIENTS

VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
~2 MILLION CLIENTS (CONSUMER SUBSCRIBER BASE)
STRATEGIC GROWTH INITIATIVES:

 Offer Road Cover products to the mass consumer market in SA through TCRS’ client base (banking, retail, insurance,

telecommunications and other)

 Deliver Road Cover’s product directly to consumers via data analytics, lead generation and direct marketing channels
 Bolt-on acquisitions in South Africa’s value-added services industry
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WITH

DAVID
MCALPIN
TCRS CEO

Q: The acquisition of

Recoveries Corporation
in Australia was effective
1 January 2017. What
synergies are there
between this business
and the TCRS stable in
South Africa?

Recoveries Corporation in
Australia is a very strong
business with a 25-year
history and an experienced
management team. It’s a
contingency-based debt
collection business that has
been particularly successful
in the government,
insurance, utilities and
financial sectors.

For TCRS, we have bought a good platform to serve as a
springboard to move into the purchased debt ledger (PDL)
sector. Referred to as NPL portfolio acquisitions in South Africa,
it’s an area where we are an industry leader locally, reflected
in increased NPL portfolio acquisition activity this year within
Transaction Capital Recoveries. This shift is largely due to the
South African economic environment, where more clients are
looking for the certainty of a return on their NPLs. In Australia,
despite it being a developed market with many competitors
across listed players, we see a big opportunity in the hybrid
model of contingency collections and book buying. Also, with
only four or five established book buyers in the market, sellers
are eager for new entrants to drive competition.
Our local capabilities in valuing, buying and debt funding NPL
portfolios can be leveraged in Australia, utilising Recoveries
Corporation’s well-established platform to collect on those
portfolios. And as Recoveries Corporation has strong expertise
in doing work for the sellers on a contingency basis, they
already understand these clients and have experience
collecting on their books.
We also see an opportunity to leverage technology in
Recoveries Corporation, specifically in using enhanced
business intelligence (BI) to create a leaner business in a
competitive and tight first-world market. As we have seen in our
operation in South Africa, investing in the right technology is key
to lowering costs and increasing revenue.
In South Africa, we are looking to grow our insurance vertical.
Recoveries Corporation’s success in this sector is backed by
well-honed insurance systems; we certainly stand to benefit
from their expertise in growing locally.

A

Road Cover is a focused
business with a socially
relevant product, which
of majority stakes in
also stands as a natural
Road Cover and
extension of our outbound
The Beancounter were
call centre. Road Cover
completed in December
brings a strong understanding
of product development
2016. How do these
expertise in that space,
businesses support
which we see supporting
TCRS’ aspirations?
our focus on developing
and bringing more value-added services to the market.

Q: The acquisition

The Beancounter is a cloud-based accounting business that is
providing cost-effective technology-enabled solutions in the SME
space. We see it having a key role as a fintech incubator to
further develop and automate our business solutions business.
We have spent this year
settling and optimising
made major investments the dialer, and integrating
it with the recently
in the predictive dialer
implemented workforce
and master data
management and right time
universe. What progress to call systems. These are
driving further operational
has been made in 2017?
improvements, which
continues to protect revenue in a tough economic environment.

Q: Last year, TCRS

Building on these major investments, we have also made
great strides in building our analytics and data capabilities,
thus increasing the quality of our data sets.
With real-time data on a wide variety of metrics, we are
generating enhanced BI that is enabling quick decisions and
giving us the information we need to make further
improvements to business processes.
Also, better analysis of our data means that we are better able
to evaluate books and thus buy better quality books. This builds
its own momentum, as we are able to win more books
because we can pay more for quality books that further
support higher revenue earnings.
In the contingency space, our technology platform and
enhanced BI is supporting our ability to tailor new and
innovative services for our clients. And as the position you
hold on the panels is key to winning contracts, this is helping
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us maintain and improve our collections performance; in 2017,
we were ranked as either the top or second-best recoveries
agent in 89% of 231 outsourced collection mandates. With the
market contracting, maintaining a leading position means we
will continue to win more of the mandates in a smaller pool.
As the tough economic environment in South Africa persists, we
continue to focus on achieving incremental gains by managing
the factors in our control. Our technology platform and BI is key
to finding new ways to keep our business lean. To protect
revenue, we are maintaining and improving our collections
performance in both the contingency and principal space.
In a market where success is increasingly about specialism,
Transaction Capital Recoveries’ increasing data volumes and
analysis are driving our ability to deepen and expand our
expertise. As an example, we are moving into asset-backed
books (vehicles and asset management, and home loans),
where the depth and quality of our data is supporting our
ability to value these books more confidently.

Diversifying sector exposure in both contingency and fee-forservice, and the acquisition of NPL portfolios as principle

Australia1
Banking
and
commercial

Insurance
23%

2%

24%

23 %

Australia
28%

SA insurance and other

46 %

25%

Public
sector

Utilities,
telcos
and other

SA
credit
retail

6%

SA public
sector
SA
banking
13 %
SA telcos
SA specialist lending
4%
6%

Other
•
•
Credit
retail•
•

Insurance
Public sector
Specialist
Utilities, telcos and lending
other
Banking and commercial

6%
29 %

18 %

Banking

25 %

Credit
retail

22 %

Public
sector

1. R evenue generated by businesses acquired only included from the
effective date of the acquisition

Across TCRS, our technology-led orientation means that we can
leverage different specialisms to develop our complementary
businesses. For example, Principa is developing deep expertise
in providing solutions in big data, a key aspect of the massive
changes facing the world in what is being called the fourth
industrial revolution. They provide many innovative ideas that
are beneficial to Transaction Capital Recoveries and, by
extension, Recoveries Corporation in Australia. And as
mentioned, The Beancounter is supporting developments in
Transaction Capital Business Solutions as it moves deeper into
the fintech space.

Q: What developments
were there during the
year with regards to
TCRS’ people?
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As discussed last year, we
rationalised our call centre
locations to focus on
Johannesburg, Cape Town
and Durban. The retrenchment
process is always a difficult
one, but I’m glad to report

that we minimised the number of retrenchments by moving over
250 of our staff to the main metros, with the move well
managed and completed smoothly.
People development is a strategic and highly demanding
focus in our business, with dedicated resources and
ongoing investment.
We have many programmes in place to build a highperformance culture by developing and rewarding our people.
Also, within the collections space, our managers work the call
centre floor with tablets that provide a straight line of sight into
live data to support real-time performance management.
Where agents are missing targets, they are given immediate
support and provided with further training where necessary.
TCRS’ investment in people was affirmed in January 2017,
with Transaction Capital Recoveries being accredited as an
Investors in People organisation.
In Australia, Recoveries Corporation has excellent people
practices in place and they have built a strong and cohesive
culture in the business. Leveraging our experience of optimising
TCRS with technology, we will support Recoveries Corporation
in retraining their teams to adapt to new ways of working and
to ultimately provide better career opportunities.
Considering the stricter
requirements of the revised
What are the
B-BBEE codes, we are pleased
priorities for the
that our commitment to making a
meaningful contribution to
coming year?
empowerment has seen us
achieve level 3 under the revised codes. We are working
diligently to achieve level 2, by looking at new structures that
will allow us to work with like-minded partners and
entrepreneurs in the areas where we want to grow the
business – specifically in the public sector in areas such as
SOEs, government entities like municipalities and metros, and
tertiary education institutions. This falls in line with our strategic
objective of driving organic growth.

Q:

We will also continue to leverage our diverse but
complementary capabilities across the business. For example,
Transaction Capital Payment Solutions has developed deep
expertise in managing debit orders, and we are leveraging this
core competency across the division, particularly in Transaction
Capital Recoveries and for some of its clients.
Transaction Capital Business Solutions had a successful year
providing working capital financing and receivable
management solutions to SMEs in what has been a tough
environment for its clients. As mentioned previously,
The Beancounter will be leading the development of fintech
solutions in further enhancing the value proposition.
We will continue to be opportunistic and pursue opportunities
for acquisitive growth, both in South Africa and Australia,
where we are looking to expand our operations. And as data
and technology remain a key part of our efforts to optimise our
operations, we continue to monitor developments in related
industries. We are cognisant of the risk of potential
disintermediation or disruption that global fintech developments
present, but with our growing focus and capabilities in this
space, we see opportunities to lead the market.
Against the backdrop of a competitive market in Australia and
sustained stress in the South African economy, our deep
analysis of increasing volumes of data is growing our
understanding of the business and our clients. We will use this
to drive incremental operational improvements and tailor
innovative solutions to deepen our relationships with our clients.

TRANSACTION CAPITAL ACQUIRES ACCSYS
In September 2017, BCX launched a formal sales process to
dispose of its 100% owned subsidiary, Accsys Proprietary Limited
(Accsys), an award-winning South African software company
specialising in people management solutions. After expressing our
interest, Transaction Capital performed a detailed due diligence, and
then negotiated and concluded a Sale of Shares Agreement for
Transaction Capital Risk Services Proprietary Limited (TCRS) to acquire
Accsys on 1 December 2017.
Established in 1981 as a payroll solutions provider, Accsys later added
human resources and time and attendance modules to its product
offering. By 2007, it had developed a single database solution to
provide a complete human capital management (HCM) offering for
small to large companies across all industries and verticals. As a
HCM specialist, Accsys incorporate software applications that help
companies to engage, develop, retain and manage their workforces.
The Accsys offering includes Accsys PeopleWare Software (payroll,
leave, HR management, time and attendance, access control,
employee and employer self-service, mobile application and
biometrics); training (software and soft skills, including an accredited
diploma and degree); business process outsourcing; and recruitment.

The company was incorporated in 1998 in South Africa and its
head office is situated at Sandhavon Office Park in Sandton,
Johannesburg.

A BROAD GEOGRAPHIC FOOTPRINT AND DIVERSE
CLIENT BASE
Accsys has a broad African footprint with a presence in
17 African countries outside South Africa.
Accsys services diverse clients in different sectors.

THE OPPORTUNITY FOR TRANSACTION CAPITAL
Accsys is a highly cash generative, largely subscription-based model
business with attractive margins. It has the potential to unlock value
through synergies with TCRS, including Transaction Capital Payment
Solutions (TCPS) gaining access to approximately 1 million
disbursements paid via the Accsys system each month to employees of
clients, and leveraging the Accsys installed base as potential customers
for Roadcover, The Beancounter and TCPS.

The rationale for acquiring Accsys also considered:
HIGHLY CASH GENERATIVE BUSINESS WITH
ATTRACTIVE MARGINS
 Attractive earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA) and profit after tax (PAT) margins
 The majority of its revenue is recurring revenue (revenue that is
predictable and stable over time)
 It has a high free cash conversion rate

DIVERSE CUSTOMER BASE WITH LOW
CLIENT CONCENTRATION RISK
 Its revenue is spread across a diverse client base, which

reduces its revenue concentration risk.

EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT TEAM
 CEO, COO and Financial Manager constitute a strong

management team that have a combined service of 49 years
with Accsys
 TCRS’ CIO has a good institutional knowledge of Accsys as

the company formed part of his management portfolio in his
previous role at UCS (the previous owner of Accsys)

FULL HCM PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
 An award-winning software company that provides solutions

to meet the needs of the entire HCM value chain.

ORGANIC GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
 Product expansion, especially in the time and attendance,

and access control modules
 Focused marketing campaigns to drive client acquisition
 Expanding company capacity in staff numbers.

TECHNICALLY SKILLED PERSONNEL WITH
IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES
 Ongoing investment into its own intellectual property allows

Accsys to be competitive in its pricing and provide a
scalable and flexible solution for SMEs and large
corporates alike
 In-house help desk allows for remote support across the

continent
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BLOW THE
WHISTLE

ON UNETHICAL OR FRAUDULENT BEHAVIOUR.

You can report any suspected unethical or fraudulent behaviour
safely and anonymously to Whistle Blowers in 11 different
languages, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, year-round on:

0800 212 767
Or contact Whistle Blowers via:
Email: information@whistleblowing.co.za
Fax: 086 522 2816
Online: www.whistleblowing.co.za
Your details will be kept safe and will not be given to your
company, even if you choose to give Whistle Blowers your
details so you can get progress information on your report.
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Unethical behaviour can take many different forms and
have different levels of severity. If you see it, report it!
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